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English Literature  Revision Work sheet Solution    

                 class : STD –II 

 

Chapter – Chicken Licken 

a. Wood-an area where trees grow closer together  

b. acorn – the fruit of a type of tree 

c. join- go together 

d . den- home of a wild animal 

e. cubs – young ones of some animals      

Picture description : Student will see the picture and describe it. 

question answer :  

1.Ans : Chicken licken was walking in the wood. 

2.Ans : The king did not get the news because the Fox-lox’s family ate up the poor 

birds. 

3.Ans : An acorn fell on his head. 

 

Chapter : Where Go The Boats ? (poem) 

 

  Where Go the Boats? 

Dark brown is the river , 

Golden is the sand. 

It flows along forever 

With trees on either hand. 

 

Green leaves a- floating , 
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Castles of the foam , 

Boats of mine a- boating __ 

Where will all come home ? 

 

On goes the river  

And out past the mill , 

Writer’s name : Robert Louis Stevenson 

 

Word meaning : 

1.flows- moves freely and smoothly 

2.forever-always 

3.either hand- both sides 

4.floating- resting on the surface of the river 

5.foam- white bubbles that form on water  

6.boating-travelling on water  

7.mill-a building  

8.valley- a low area between hills 

9.ashore- on the river bank 

 

Summary of the poem : 

The poem “where Go The Boats” is written by Robert Louis Stevenson. The poem 

is all about the boats and the river. In this poem the writer is telling that the river 

colour is dark brown and sand colour is golden .Green leaves and castle of foam 

are floating on the river’s water. Boats are boating on the river. Boats pass away 

the hill, the mill and the valley. It takes hundred miles or more. At last little 

children will  bring the boats from ashore. 
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Chapter : This is My field  

word meaning : 

1.general- the person who is in charge of an army 

2. captain- an office in an army 

3.battle- a fight between two or more armies 

4.sack-large bag of strong material of carrying 

5.proud-having a feeling of satisfaction 

6.ashamed- feeling of shame    

Question answer : 

1.Ans : He gave such an order because they did not have enough food to eat.  

2. Ans : The captain was angry when he saw the second field because it was 

smaller than the first field.     

3.Ans: The captain was ashamed because he wanted to cut corn without owner’s 

permission. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture description : Student will see the picture and describe it. 

Chapter: Master of All Masters  

Word meaning: 

1.refuse : unwilling to do something  

2.odd : peculiar 

3.various : different 
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4.panic: alarmed 

Question answer ; 

1.Ans :Mr. William did not call things by usual words and gave them different 

names .Example: He called butter- Wombat 

2.Ans : Because no one understood his odd words. 

3.Ans : a) Mr. William was a peculiar old gentleman. 

            b) He never used usual words. 

            c) No one wanted to work for him because of his odd behaviour. 

 

Chapter : Tom and Jerry 

Word meaning: 

1.  create : make up 

2.  accidentally : by accident 

3. houseplant : a plant grown in a pot and kept   

4. nominate : select 

5. theme : main idea 

6. attempt : try to do something 

7. capture : make someone a prisoner  

8. cunning :full of clever tricks 

9. believe : think 

 

 

Chapter: The secret(poem) 

word meaning: 

1.robin: a small bird found in Britain and North America 

2.peep: give away a secret 
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                                               The Secret 

 We have a secret , just we three, 

The robin ,and I, and the sweet cherry-tree ; 

The bird told the tree ,and tree told me , 

And nobody knows it but just us three, 

 

          But of course the robin knows it best , 

          Because it built the – I shan’t tell the rest ; 

          And laid the four little ----something in it ___ 

          I’m afraid I shall tell it every minute. 

 

But if the tree and robin don’t peep, 

I’ll try my best the secret to keep ; 

                        Writers’s name :Emily Dickinson 

 

       

 


